
Social practices change all 
the time. What counts as 
‘normal’ is made, unmade 
and made again. 
But it’s often easier to look at the past to see 
that ‘normality’ changes, than to imagine the 
‘new normal’ of the future. All too often policy 
extrapolates from existing patterns of everyday 
life and projects those patterns onto an imagined 
future, rather than imagining the future differently. 

Understanding the trajectories of social practices 
can help us imagine different futures. And suggest 
opportunities for intervention in those trajectories.

Social Practices 
Change

By 2013 the typical office worker’s waistcoat 
has disappeared. The tie is not ubiquitous. The 
vest is rare. Briefs and socks are thin.

So how did the long johns lose 
their legs? It’s not just a story of 
changing fashions. It’s a story of 
infrastructures and materials—
of room temperature, heating 
systems, energy use, and of 
expectations.

The normal office is around 
22°C throughout the year. Indoor 
climate hardly varies between the 
seasons.

Looking 25 years ahead what new social practices will have emerged?

Will we see the end of ‘the office’? And instead shared, local work centres, within a short cycle of home?

Will tele-presence replace commuting?

Will heating and cooling entire buildings seem absurd? Perhaps new high-tech 
fabrics will regulate our temperature, not air conditioning and heating. 

Perhaps we will eat our main cooked meal in work canteens, exploiting 
economies of scale for sustainability gain. Or perhaps shared meals will  
become a thing of the past, replaced by lone snacking.

We began with a contemporary office.

These office workers from the early 1950s did not 
expect a normal office to be 22°C.

Indoor climate varied across the seasons—and 
what people wore reflected this. Note the buttoned 
up waistcoats and ties.

Three piece suits were complemented by long-
johns and vests.
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